The goal of this research is to realize a complete position and speed sensorless system using a "HalfWave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor" we proposed as a novel AC servo motor. This paper proposes an initial rotor position estimation method using the bias frequency component of a Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Excitation. This technique is verified by simulations and experiments.
Introduction
With the aim of energy conservation and maintenance free, brushless synchronous motors such as a permanent magnet type synchronous motor and a synchronous reluctance motor have been developed and put to practical use in combination with power electronics technique. A Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor also was developed [1] [2] as AC servo motor with power electronics technique. An emf with bias frequency is induced in the rotor field winding of this motor by the mmf which rotates at synchronous speed and pulsates at bias frequency. The field poles are excited by the rotor field current obtained by rectifying the emf with a diode inserted into the rotor field winding. The motor has a simple and robust brushless structure and is maintenance free, in which the field winding is short-circuited through a diode. As the field flux of this motor is controlled by stator current, field weakening operation is possible in high speed region. Another type of Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor with permanent magnet on the rotor was also proposed [3] [4] in order to improve the power factor and efficiency. The machine performances were exhibited by experiments.
In order to realize a high performance drive, information on rotor position and speed are necessary. A brushless synchronous motor is normally equipped with a rotor position sensor and a speed sensor. But sensors have many disadvantages such as high price, less reliability and sensitivity to external temperatures etc. Many remarkable works have been done to realize sensorless drive system. Principally there are two basic methods to realize sensorless for rotor position estimation. One uses speed electromotive force [5] - [7] , the other dependence of inductance on rotor position due to saliency [8] - [13] .
In the former case, the sensorless control is difficult at low speed region, where electromotive force is low. In the latter case, another power supply to measure inductance is necessary and injected signal of several hundred Hz causes a disturbance to the control. The Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor has also salient pole rotor. But the injection signal method cannot be used to estimate rotor position for 
Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor
The Motor System Configuration Figure 1 shows the motor system configuration of the Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor. The machine structure is the same as conventional salient pole type synchronous motor, but whose rotor winding is short circuited through a diode. On the rotor, permanent magnets are attached for additional torque generation. The control system produces 3-phase current commands necessary for the motor drive. The PWM inverter is implemented to generate 3-phase currents according to the commands. The Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Excitation
The following 3-phase currents are supplied to the 3-phase stator windings in Fig. 1 i, = Aj. (1) is excitation current, which varies with sin of the rotor position 0 and whose amplitude is a modulation function A41t). AA(t) is a triangular wave function with the effective value of If. and whose frequency is bias frequency . The second term of the equation is torque current component. The dq-axis currents become; id =(32)A(t)' (2) i v = [3ItJ Therefore, we can obtain such rotating field as if produced by a single phase current id and a single phase DC current iq to the dq-axis windings which rotate synchronously with the rotor. As long as the flux linkage 1id with the field winding is increasing, the emf in the field winding negatively biases the diode. When the flux begins to decrease, the diode turns on and the field current starts to flow and compensates the flux decrease. If the time constant is large enough, the flux is almost constant and is kept to its maximum by the diode. The 
The estimated y6 axis voltage equations are; Rotor Position Error Estimation Assuming that the field winding resistance equals zero, the diode inserted into the rotor field winding turns on at all period and the field winding voltage eyd equals zero except the instant when the diode current reaches zero. The field winding current ijd such as equation (8) is derived from equation (4) (8) The estimated y6 axis voltage given by equation (5) Magnetic Pole Polarity Estimation Figure 6 shows the direction of rotor winding short-circuited through a diode at AO = 0 and 7r. We measure these voltages and check the amplitude of e,. The amplitude of e. becomes large at AS 0. Fig. 7 shows the calculation results of the g axis voltage.
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Simulation Results

Simulation Model
In order to confirm the performance and compute the control parameter for proposed initial position estimation, the circuit simulator "SIMPLORER", Ansoft Co., is used. The whole motor drive system is modeled by using multi domain, such as analog circuit, digital block, C language interface and state element. As the Fig.8 shows, the simulation model consists of these as follows; (1) The motor model is created by using analog circuits, such as 3-phase armature windings and a field winding short-circuited through a diode, and digital blocks, which express motion equation and torque calculation. 
Simulation Results
The proposed initial rotor position estimation technique is tested using circuit simulator. Table I shows the simulation parameters. The motor specifics and constants are shown in Table II . Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of the average voltage on the yb axis. The average voltage is detected through the BPF and taken the average at bias frequency. Fig. 10 shows the estimation process of magnetic pole polarity for starting.
EPE Experimental Control system Figure 11 shows the circuit diagram of the motor drive and proposed sensorless control system. Fig. 12 shows Experimental results Figure 13 shows the experimental waveform of excited angle de, excited current i7 and average voltages E7, E&. Fig. 14 shows the experimental process of polarity distinguishing. Fig. 15 shows a relation between the estimated initial rotor position and the actual one measured by an encoder. The differences between the estimated and actual position are less than 1.37 degree (electric angle).
Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel position sensorless control strategy for the Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Synchronous Motor, which is based on using the bias frequency component of the Half-Wave Rectified Brushless Excitation. 
